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Quantitative study of C—H bonding in polymerlike amorphous carbon films using in situ
infrared ellipsometry

T. Heitz,* B. Drévillon, C. Godet, and J. E. Boure´e
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Polymerlike hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) films have been deposited by plasma CVD at low
temperature and low pressure. Vibrational properties have been investigated byin situ infrared ellipsometry as
a function of film thickness. Hydrogen distribution within the films has been changed by varying the ion energy
impinging on the film surface. Vibrational properties of C—H stretching and bending modes have been
analyzed as function of self-bias (Vbias) in terms of frequency, bandwidth, and intensity. Absorption strengths
are associated with effective charges that have been calculated for the differentsp3 CHn groups. In order to
make a comparison with values of organic chemistry, a general review of infrared spectra including alkanes,
alkenes, and aromatic hydrocarbons is presented. A dipole description taking into account the local environ-
ment of CH bonds is developed showing that methyl and methylene group effective charges are similar for
polymeric a-C:H and CxHy organic compounds. Line broadening and frequency shift effects are found to
depend on the type of CH groups and are explained through a model including strain and dipole-dipole
interactions. The sensitivity of effective charges to the local environment and the determination of CHn group
densities are used to propose a description of the hydrogenated network structure.@S0163-1829~98!01044-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) films show re-
markable physical and chemical properties such as h
hardness, electrical resistivity, and near-infrared~IR! trans-
parency or room-temperature luminescence.1,2 These proper-
ties are closely related to the film microstructure, depend
on the hybridization state of carbon atoms~sp2 or sp3! and
on hydrogen distribution among these two configuratio
Several techniques have been used to investigate hydr
content and thesp2/sp3 ratio, such as nuclear magnet
resonance3 ~NMR!, electron energy loss spectroscop4

~EELS!, and infrared absorption spectroscopy5,6 ~IRAS!. The
first technique can provide quantitative results on
sp2/sp3 ratio but needs a large amount of material; the s
ond one yields inconsistent conclusions in the low-ene
range ~0–40 eV!.4 IRAS is a widespread technique b
faces many problems for providing quantitative results, a
ing from IR oscillator strength changes and band overl
ping.

Using IRAS technique, some authors7–9 have tried to de-
termine the total H content by calculating the whole abso
tion area of the stretching~around 2950 cm21! or bending
~around 1450 cm21! bands. However, the results were inco
sistent with other direct techniques like elastic recoil det
tion ~ERD!. The decrease of the IRAS signal observed w
increasingsp2/sp3 ratio had then been interpreted in term
of bound~IR active! and unbound~IR inactive! hydrogen8,9

leading to the conclusion that up to 50% of hydrogen can
trapped as H2 molecules. Nevertheless, inelastic neutr
scattering has shown that the H2 fraction10 contributing to the
total hydrogen content is low. This contradiction comes fro
the hypothesis of constant IR absorption strengths that
often been assumed6,7,11,12 to facilitate IR data analysis
Jacob13 has shown that the procedure used by Brodsky14 in
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~20!/13957~17!/$15.00
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the case of amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) to cal-
culate H concentration from IR data, cannot be applied
a-C:H owing to changing absorption strengths. Furthermo
as hydrogen is not equally distributed between thesp2 and
sp3 phases, and as no quantitative data on the transition
ments have been so far available, the evaluation of
sp2/sp3 ratio by IRAS leads systematically to high value
compared with NMR data:15 IR results have thus to be cor
rected by empirical factors to be in agreement with NM
results.15

In order to check hydrogen distribution, fitting procedur
using Lorentzian or Gaussian shapes are necessary to ge
vibrational contribution of each group since the differe
CHn bands overlap. Nevertheless decomposition has to
cautiously performed so that results do not depend on
choice of the number of bands as well as on the free par
eters selected for each band~width, frequency!. Finally, no
quantitative conclusions can be drawn about hydrogen di
bution and film microstructure from a band decompositi
unless the absorption strengths for each CHn unit are known.

Previous IR analyses16,17have revealed that, in the field o
organic compounds, some transition dipole moments can
considered as a constant. The aim of this paper is, in part
lar, to check whether this assumption is valid in the case
polymerlikea-C:H films. The experimental deposition setu
described in Sec. II allows to obtain a large range of po
meric carbon films having differentsp2/sp3 ratios. In Sec.
III, the general formalism of IR absorption is presented
terms of effective charges and local field corrections. In
der to perform reliable calculations, a specific method, wh
will be presented in Sec. IV, is used to analysea-C:H film
vibrational properties. This procedure is partially based
the method used by Shankset al.18 and Langfordet al.19 for
a-Si:H thin films: transition dipole moments are calculat
by combining absorption intensity measurements and de
13 957 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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13 958 PRB 58HEITZ, DRÉVILLON, GODET, AND BOURÉE
mination of the total hydrogen amount measured indep
dently. In the case ofa-C:H films, the procedure used b
Shanks and Langford cannot be directly applied since m
vibrational bands overlap and since the number of CHn vi-
brational bands is very high. In order to get a reliable de
mination of effective charges, our method takes advantag
IR measurements for different vibrational modes as a fu
tion of thickness, which represents a useful contribution
the way of analyzinga-C:H film IR properties.

Among IR spectroscopic techniques,in situ IR ellipsom-
etry ~IRSE! has been chosen for its high sensitivity20 and for
its capability to follow film growth.21 Moreover, vibrational
peaks, no longer identified by extrema as in classical
transmission experiments but by inflections, can be mo
directly observed in spectra, which facilitates band deco
position. To compare vibrational properties of hydrocarbo
and a-C:H films, IR absorption strengths of CHn units in
organic compounds have been reviewed in detail and
reported in Sec. V. The results of our global analyzis
presented in Sec. VI. Each vibration is analyzed in terms
frequency, band width, and intensity. Effective charge rat
are determined forsp3 CH3 and CH2 groups in both bending
and stretching modes. Using ERD measurements,sp3 CH
effective charge is found as a function of self-bias, wh
represents the electrical potential difference between
plasma and the substrate holder. Hydrogen bonding in
sp2 phase is determined through the analysis ofsp2 CHn
vibrations in both bending and stretching modes. All the
sults are interpreted by taking into account the C—H bond
local environment and the internal strain effects. Finally, t
global analysis provides some guidelines for a microstr
tural representation ofa-C:H.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

a-C:H films are deposited at a low-temperature~70 °C!
and low-pressure~300 mTorr! by a double plasma radio
frequency~RF!/microwave~MW! technique.22 MW plasma
is formed in a quartz tube where a mixture of hydrogen a
argon is introduced. Butane is directly injected near the s
strate holder where a RF discharge is created. In orde
increase the signal/noise ratio of IR measurements,a-C:H
films were deposited on metallic substrates. A 1500-Å-th
palladium~Pd! layer was evaporated onc-Si and, for a better
adhesion of carbon films, was exposedin situ to a silane flow
at 280 °C. As a consequence of this treatment, a PdSix alloy
is formed23 at the substrate surface promoting a good ad
sion of carbon films, even at high RF power. UV-visib
ellipsometry measurements have shown that this treated
can still be optically considered as a metallic substrate.
vibrational and optical film properties are essentially det
mined by RF power,24 a-C:H films are deposited using a
increasing self-bias voltage (Vbias), which allows us to ob-
tain a large range of materials, from transparent polyme
more absorbing carbon layers. Film density is obtained
combining Rutherford backscattering~RBS! and UV-visible
ellipsometry measurements. Hydrogen concentration, wh
is determined through ERD analysis, is found to vary fro
53 to 40 at. %. UV-visible optical properties of such film
have been reported elsewhere.25 Let us mention that the
Forouhi-Bloomer26 optical gap of the depositeda-C:H films
n-
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is related to thesp2 content27 and decreases from 3 eV
(Vbias5220 V) to 1 eV (Vbias52200 V).

Vibrational properties are investigated as a function
film thickness byin situ IR ellipsometry. The entire spectra
range~1000–4000 cm21! is studied using a HgxCd12xTe de-
tector. To get a better sensitivity, the particular C—H
stretching region near 3000 cm21 is also analyzed using a
InSb detector. IR properties are determined through
analysis of~c,D! spectra defined by

r p

r s
5tan ceiD, ~1!

where r p and r s are the reflection coefficients forp- and
s-polarized light. For a given thickness, spectra are accu
lated 1000 times with a step of 4 cm21 so that the sensitivity
on ~c,D! is ~0.1°,0.03°!. IR analysis is performed using th
complex ellipsometric densityD ~Ref. 28! defined by

D5@ ln tan~cs!2 ln tan~c!#1 i ~Ds2D!, ~2!

where (cs ,Ds) corresponds to the substrate. In case of t
films deposited on metallic substrates,D can be expressed
using a first-order expansion onsd:

D54ip sin u0 tan u0S 12
1

« f
Dds, ~3!

whered is the film thickness ands the wave number;u0 is
the incidence angle and« f the dielectric function of the film.
As CH bands are weak,D can be expressed as the sum
two separated terms, the first characterizing the transpare
region, the other including vibration contributions:

D54ip sin u0 tan u0F S 12
1

«`
Dds1S 1

«`
2 (

k
D«kD dsG .

~4!

Outside vibrational bands,« f is considered as a consta
equal to«` . The contribution of thekth vibration to the
whole dielectric function (D«k) is modeled by a Lorentzian
function,

D«k5
f s0

2

s0
22s21 iGs

, ~5!

where s0 is the vibrational frequency~in cm21! and G a
damping parameter~bandwidth!. The coefficientf represents
the transition dipole moment.

C—H bonding can be determined by investigating bo
the real and imaginary parts ofD ~ReD and ImD!. How-
ever, in the present work, the analysis is focused on ImD for
the following reasons. At first,~c,D! is calculated by com-
bining fundamental (J0), first (J1), and second harmonic
(J2) of the IR signal. It could be shown29 thatc results from
a combination of those three terms using two calibration
rameters. The determination ofD is simpler and more reli-
able since it only depends on the ratioJ2 /J1 and on one
calibration parameter. As a consequence, the reproducib
and precision ofD will be far better. Looking at Eq.~5!,
vibrations will be identified by extrema on ReD and by in-
flections on ImD. In the case of weak band~e.g., C—H!, the
vibration localization and identification are facilitated b
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PRB 58 13 959QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF C—H BONDING IN . . .
analyzing jumps rather than bumps. At last, Eq.~4! proves
that one needs to calculate«` in order to perform quantita
tive measurements. In the first-order approximation, RD
will not depend on«` outside the bands. It is therefore im
possible to properly analyze C—H bonding by using only
ReD whereas a complete study can be achieved by inve
gating ImD spectra.

III. VIBRATIONAL ABSORPTION FORMALISM

Considering a distribution of dipoles embedded in a
electric matrix, the general expression of the absorpt
properties associated with thej th vibrational transition is de-
scribed by the parameterAj :

Aj5E
band

a~v!
dv

v
, ~6!

wherea is the absorption coefficient andv the frequency~in
s21!. In the case of dipoles in the gas phase, assuming
double harmonic approximation~i.e., dipole considered as
harmonic oscillator with an electric momentm depending
linearly on the normal coordinateQj of the j th vibration!, Aj
can be expressed as

Aj5
1

12«0c2

Ngj

v j
U ]m

]Qj
U2

, ~7!

where N is the dipole density,c the velocity of light in
vacuum,v j the band center, andgj the degeneracy of the
mode. In the liquid or solid phase, owing to the mutual
teractions of dipoles and to the dielectric properties of
medium, Eq.~7! becomes30

Aj5
1

12«0c2

Ngj

v j
U ]m

]Qj
U2 1

n
f int

2 , ~8!

where the termf int is equal to

f int5
Ei

E
, ~9!

whereEi andE are, respectively, the internal~or local! field
acting on the dipole and the macroscopic field in the diel
tric of refractive indexn. The two termsu]m/]Qi u and f int
will be presented separately.

A. Internal field correction

The term f int has been widely studied for molecules d
luted in a solvent. Ratajczak31 has shown that the change
intensity from gas to solution for a given band could be fai
explained in terms of the Lorentz internal field correction.
n is the refractive index of the solvent,f int has the expression

f int5
~21n2!

3
. ~10!

Onsager has demonstrated that this formula is a partic
case of a more general expression where the long-rang
polar interactions are taken into account.32 The Onsager field
is the field inside a sphere of dielectric constant« surrounded
by a medium of dielectric constant«m . Cardona33 and other
authors34 have successfully applied this model to the vib
ti-
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tional properties ofa-Si:H, considering that Si—H dipoles
are inside a spherical cavity («51) surrounded by ana-Si
matrix. In that case,f int , which corresponds to the Maxwell
Garnett correction, can be written as

f int5
3«m

112«m
. ~11!

When the cavity is not spherical, the symmetry is broken
that f int depends on the size of the cavity and on the vib
tional mode.18

For a quantitative determination of the C—H oscillator
density,f int should be known. As our carbon films are H ric
each C—H dipole is surrounded by a hydrogenated carb
matrix: the Lorentz correction seems then to be be
adapted in our case and will be considered for the calc
tions performed in the following sections. This assumpti
will be discussed in more detail in Sec. VII A.

B. Effective dynamical charge

In order to describe more physically vibrations and to fi
parameters transferable from one molecule to another, vi
tional coordinates (Rt), which characterize the atom dis
placements, have been used. (Rt) can be separated into tw
subsets$r% and $f% for, respectively, stretching and bendin
components. In the equilibrium charges and charge flo
~ECCF! ~Ref. 35! model, at any instant,m is due to localized
charges (qk) on atoms so that

m5 (
atoms

qkr kek , ~12!

whereek is the bond unit vector andr k the internuclear dis-
tance. These parameters can be directly related to the b
moment dipolemk , generally used in the valence optic
theory.36 In the zero-order approximation, no interactions b
tween bond moments are considered, which leads to
simple expression37

]mk

]Rt
5

]mk

]Rk
. ~13!

The dipole moment variation produced during vibration
then directed along the bond in the stretching mode and
pendicular to the bond~alongek

'! in the bending mode:

]mk

]r
5qk

0ek1r k
0 ]qk

]r k
ek ~stretching!, ~14!

]mk

]f
5qk

0r k
0ek

' ~bending!. ~15!

The zero indices characterize the equilibrium values. W
such a description, many fundamental properties as intra
lecular and intermolecular interactions or bond energie38

can be deduced from IR data. In Table I, different equil
rium charges (qH

0 ), bond lengths (r H
0 ), and charge flows

(]qH /]r H) for a hydrogen atom attached to carbon in va
ous configurations are given.39 From Table I, it is evident
that IR band intensities of C—H vibrations will depend on
the hybridization states of both thea ~first H neighbor! andb
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~second H neighbor! C atoms, in agreement with experime
tal findings.16,17We can also notice thatAj

ben ~bending mode!
increases andAj

str ~stretching mode! decreases with increas
ing qH

0 .
However interesting the bond model theory is to analy

hydrocarbon IR spectra, Gribov has shown36 that interaction
terms of dipole moments of CH2 or CH3 groups can be as
significant as one-bond terms so that Eq.~13! should be
modified. Dipole moments of C—H bonds attached to th
same carbon atom are indeed not purely additive. C—H ab-
sorption properties should thus no longer be described
terms of C—H bonds but as the result of different CHn group
vibrations. Band intensities of most CxHy compounds can be
indeed fairly simulated36,16,17by assuming that different CHn
group vibrations do not interact with each other and by t
ing into account the local environment~first and second H
neighbors! of CHn units. Looking at Eqs.~14! and ~15!, the
group movements can be described by a parametere* ~in
electron charge unit!, which depends on the vibrational mod
and symmetry, on the type of group~CH, CH2, or CH3!, and
on the local group environment~first and second neighbors!.
Using the harmonic approximation and considering the c
tribution of each vibration to the whole dielectric functio
Aj can be expressed as33

Aj5
p

2c«0nmv j
Ne* 2f int

2 , ~16!

where m will be taken as the reduced mass of the C—H
bond. Comparing Eqs.~8! and ~16!, e* is found to be pro-
portional to Agj u]m/]Qi u. The parametere* is generally

FIG. 1. a-C:H imaginary part (ImD) in degrees of the ellipso
metric density. Inset is the subtraction of ImD with its linear wave
number dependence. Vibrations are localized by negative in
tions ~arrows!.

TABLE I. Equilibrium bond lengths and charges, and char
flows on H atoms for different C—H configurations.

C—H
configuration

r H
0

~Å!
qH

0

~ueu unit!

]qH

]r H
(ueuÅ 21)

—C—C—H 1.096 0.045 20.21
vC—C—H 1.096 0.068 20.21
vC—H 1.085 0.134 20.22
e

in

-

-

called the effective dynamical charge and has been wid
used in the IR studies on hydrogenated amorph
silicon33,34 ~a-Si:H!. Even if e* is often considered as a
empirical parameter in solid-state physics, it can be de
mined byab initio calculations for quite simple molecules
In the present case, such calculations have not been
formed: effective charges are only determined in this wo
from experimental results.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

As previously reported, vibrational properties ofa-C:H
films have been studied by analyzing the imaginary part
the ellipsometric density. Figure 1 shows a typical ImD
spectrum that can be divided into two parts, that is, inside
outside the vibrational bands. The shape of the latter reg
is a straight line the slope of which is related to«` . Inside
the bands, C—H bending and stretching vibrations are stu
ied by subtracting ImD with its linear wave number depen
dence: the resulting density, ImDv , shows negative inflec-
tions ~see inset of Fig. 1! corresponding to the different CHn
group vibrations. More precisely, three steps are directly
served in the inserted figure. The vibrational study as a fu
tion of thickness~Sec. VI! and the analysis of hydrocarbo
vibrational frequencies~Sec. V! will show that five vibra-
tions~localized by arrows! are in fact involved in the stretch
ing ~2800–2970 cm21! region.

A. Out-of-band region analysis

According to Eq.~4!, «` can be found through slop
analysis of the imaginary part ofD outside the bands. Figur

c-

FIG. 2. Evolution of ImD vs deposition time for different wave
numbers.

FIG. 3. Evolution of ImD per time unit vs wave number.
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TABLE II. Frequencies of CH vibrations in bending mode.

Bending mode Dischlera Raob Bellamyc Wexlerd Colthupe This work

sp3 CH3 sym 1325 1375 1370/80 1379 1370/80 1370/8
sp3 CH3 asym 1490 1450/60 1440/70 1458/67 1440/70 1465
sp3 CH2 1450 1460/70 1455/70 1467 1445/75 1450
sp2 CH2 1450 1400/20 1410/20 1416 1400/20 1418
sp2 CH olef. 1280 1400/20 1405 1404 1400/30 1404
sp2 CH arom. 1445 1450

aReference 11.
bReference 47.
cReference 46.
dReference 43.
eReference 66.
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2 confirms that the evolution of ImD versus deposition time
is linear, whatever the wave number. In the whole detec
area, the slopes, which are equal to ImD per time unit, are
calculated and their dependence with wave number is sh
in Fig. 3. The linear relationship is still consistent with E
~4!, the proportionality coefficientp1 having the expression

p154p sin u0 tan u0S 12
1

«`
DRd , ~17!

whereRd is the deposition rate measured by UV-visible
lipsometry. Using this method«` is determined in the whole
detection range with a precision of60.3.

B. Vibration analysis

As can be seen in Tables II and III, in C–H bending a
stretching regions, 5 to 9 bands can overlap, which ma
the vibrational analysis particularly difficult. In order t
separate each band, a decomposition is necessary but h
be carefully done in view of the high number of paramete
The contribution of the present work is, among others,
perform IR spectra decompositions as a function of fi
thickness. To the knowledge of the author, such an anal
has not been performed so far fora-C:H films. Their vibra-
n

n

s

s to
.

o

is

tional properties are generally determined10,12 by using the
decomposition of one spectrum corresponding to one gi
experimental measurement.

In the present case, for one given experimental condit
5–8 spectra have been recordedin situ at different deposition
times. At first, one tries to decompose ImDv spectra by using
the number of vibrations that can be directly observed by
eye and by taking into account the fact that an asymme
vibration always goes together with a symmetric one. F
example, in the case of Fig. 1, the first decomposition
made using four vibrations corresponding tosp3 CH2 and
sp3 CH3 groups in symmetric and asymmetric modes. T
kind of procedure is performed for all thicknesses. If t
decompositions are not satisfactory, another vibration
added. The line position of this new vibration has to cor
spond to a specific CHn group and must not depend on th
film thickness. This procedure allows us, for example, to
evidence of thesp3 CH stretching vibration~see Sec. VI and
Fig. 15!.

When the number of vibrations has been determined,
composition of ImDv is carried out so that frequencies an
widths versus thickness stay constant within, respectiv
0.3 % and 15 %. The intensity ratio between symmetric a
asymmetric modes cannot be assumed to be constant~see
below!. Examples of such decomposed spectra are prese
0
5

0

5
9
8

TABLE III. Frequencies of CH vibrations in stretching mode.

Stretching mode Dischlera Raob Bellamyc Wexlerd Colthupe This work

sp3 CH2 sym 2850 2853 2853 2855 2843/63 2845/6
sp3 CH3 sym 2875 2872 2872 2871 2862/82 2870/7
sp3 CH 2920 2890 2890 2900 2890 2900/15
sp3 CH2 asym 2920 2926 2926 2927 2916/36 2915/3
sp3 CH3 asym 2970 2962 2962 2954/88 2952/72 2959
sp2 CH2 sym 2945 2980/3000 2975/80
sp2 CH olef. 3000 3010/40 3010/40 3015/30 3000/20 3014/3
sp2 CH2 asym 3025 3075/95 3075/95 3075 3075/90 3063/7
sp2 CH arom. 3060 3038 3030 3050 3000/3100 3046/5

aReference 11.
bReference 47.
cReference 46.
dReference 43.
eReference 66.
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FIG. 4. Examples of decomposition of infrared bending~a! and~b! and stretching~c! and~d! bands fora-C:H samples obtained with a
self-bias of220 and2170 V. In ~a! and ~c! pointsA andB allow us to evaluate the bandwidth~see Sec. VII!.
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in Fig. 4 for two a-C:H films deposited with self-biases o
220 ~a! and ~c! and 2170 V ~b! and ~d!. Spectra will be
analyzed in detail in the following part but it can directly b
observed that C—H bonding evolves withVbias and total
hydrogen concentration that varies from 53 at. % (Vbias5
220 V) to 40 at. % (Vbias52170 V).

In the bending mode@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, the data points
are more scattered around the model fit compared with
stretching mode because of a lower signal/noise ratio. N
also that these decompositions have been made using
same set of frequencies~within 64 cm21! and widths~within
15%! for all thicknesses, which gives strong constraints
the decomposition parameters and limits the fit quality.

After fitting procedures, the coefficient of each Lorentzi
shape corresponding to a particular vibration and repres
ing the absorption intensity@see Eqs.~5! and ~6!# is plotted
as a function of deposition time. Figures 5~a! and 5~b!, which
include some examples of absorption intensities as a func
of deposition time for different vibrational configuration
show a linear evolution. Carefully looking at Fig. 5~a!, one
can observe that a least-square linear fit to the data does
exactly yield a zero intercept. This discrepancy, which
mains faint, may be interpreted in terms of interface form
tion between film and substrate.

Spectra analysis has shown that for all films and all co
sidered vibrations, a linear evolution of the absorption inte
sity versus time deposition is observed, at least above 20
In the present work, only the linear region, corresponding
thicknesses varying from 300 to 3000 Å, will be taken in
account@see Fig. 5~b!#. Surface and interface phenomena a
described in Refs. 21 and 40, showing that, in the same c
ditions of ion bombardment, the interface and top layer are
most 50 Å thick.
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FIG. 5. Absorption intensity as a function of deposition time f
different vibrations and deposition conditions:sp3 C—CH3 in the
bending mode~a! andsp3 CH3 ~asym! in the stretching mode with
olefinic sp2 CH in the bending mode~b!. The lines are linear fits
corresponding to the homogeneous growth regime.
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In the linear region, the slope has the expression

p254p sin u0 tan u0

1

«`
2 f s0Rd . ~18!

Compared with previous procedures,10,12 this method allows
us to distinguish bulk from surface properties and to elim
nate features that do not physically correspond to vibratio
From Eq. ~6! f can be related toN and to the dynamica
charge of the group vibration:

f 5
Ne* 2f int

2

1.8931016s0
2 , ~19!

where N is a number of oscillators per cm3 and s0 is ex-
pressed in cm21.

V. ORGANIC COMPOUND DATA

A. Band frequencies

In order to analyze IR spectra and to compare our res
with those of the literature, Table II presents a frequency
of CHn vibrations. Some data of Dischler11 for plasma de-
positeda-C:H films do not correspond to frequencies me
tioned in organic compound IR handbooks. Among the pr
lems found in experimental characterizations, it should

TABLE IV. Frequency evolution ofsp3 CHn bending band in
presence ofp bond inb.

Group Symmetry Wexlera This work

—C—CH3 sym 1379 1380
asym 1458/67 1465

vC—CH3 sym 1370 1360/70
asym 1440 1437

—C—CH22 1467 1450
vC—CH2 1467 1450

aReferences 17 and 43.
-
s.

ts
t

-
-
e

noticed thatsp2 CH aromatic bending band near 1445 cm21

is usually too weak to be observed. Concerning thesp2 CH2
olefinic stretching bands, no data evidence clearly the p
ence of the symmetric mode. Thesp3 CH stretching line
position is not precisely defined and reference values
vary from 2890 to 2920 cm21.

As already mentioned, vibrational properties ofsp3 CHn
groups can be strongly altered by the presence of neigh
ing p bonds. Table IV shows thatp bonds induce a decreas
of the sp3 CH3 bending frequency in both symmetric an
asymmetric modes. In contrast, no other line shift has b
reported, neither forsp3 CH2 group in the bending mode no
for sp3 CHn stretching vibrations.

B. Effective dynamical charges

Thanks to Eqs.~6! and ~16!, using infrared references o
pure hydrocarbons, effective dynamic charges have been
culated for differentsp3 CHn group vibrations in the bending
and stretching modes. The values are reported in Table
For IR measurements performed in the liquid or gas pha
the Lorentz internal field has been considered. The value
Fox16 should be taken with care because we had to estim
graphically the individual bandwidths. For Jones41 data, an
identical width of 30 cm21 for all vibrations has been sup
posed. The dynamical charges that seem to be the mor
liable are those from Francis42 and those from the review o
Wexler,43 since no assumptions have been made on the b
width values. In all of these references, no bond decomp
tion has been achieved: hydrocarbon molecules have alw
been assumed to behave like a noninteracting mixture
CHn groups. Table V also presents dynamical charges
crystalline n paraffins measured by Snyder44 and those of
semicrystalline polypropylene~PP!, measured by ourselves
The same Lorentz field correction has been taken into
count,n being the refractive index of the organic solids. T
e* values for solid hydrocarbons~crystals or PP! are not so
far from those of liquid or gaseous ones, which could in
cate that the samee* set can be used in organic compound
6
7

6
9

TABLE V. Effective dynamical charges~in elementary charge unit! of sp3 CHn groups. Polypropylene
~PP! has been measured by us.

Group Mode

Reference

PPFrancisa Foxb Jonesc Lutherd Wexlere Snyderf

sp3 CH3 ~asym! Bending 0.046 0.054 0.038 0.054 0.025
sp3 CH2 Bending 0.036 0.035 0.034 0.041 0.052
sp3 CH3 ~sym! Bending 0.055 0.041 0.059 0.064 0.044
sp3 CH2 ~sym! Stretching 0.084 0.068 0.081 0.090 0.090 0.09
sp3 CH3 ~sym! Stretching 0.051 0.074 0.088 0.106 0.062 0.11
sp3 CH Stretching 0.092 0.025 0.115 0.042
sp3 CH2 ~asym! Stretching 0.145 0.109 0.105 0.153 0.122 0.13
sp3 CH3 ~asym! Stretching 0.156 0.121 0.136 0.165 0.138 0.14

aReference 42.
bReference 16.
cReference 41.
dReference 67.
eReferences 17 and 43.
fReference 44.
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irrespective of the matter state. In Table VI the depende
of e* with the local environment is shown, compared w
Wexler’s data in Table V. In the presence ofp bonds in the
b position~i.e., second neighbor!, hyperconjugation,45 which
results from a charge transfer between CvC and CH groups,
occurs and leads to an increase ofeben* and a decrease ofestr* ,
respectively, in the bending and stretching modes.

In Table VII, e* values forsp2 CHn groups have been
calculated in olefinic and aromatic configurations show
that they are of same order of magnitude as forsp3 CHn
groups. However, Bellamy46 and Rao47 have stated that the
vibrations of monohydrogenated olefinic grou
(R1R2CvCHR3) are too weak to be observed. Rao47 men-
tions that aromatic CH bending bands~near 1450 cm21! are
rarely observed since they are frequently overlaid by C2
deformation.

VI. RESULTS

As already mentioned, for all samples, the evolution
Im D ~off band! and of the vibration intensities versus dep
sition time are linear at least above 200 Å~see Figs. 2 and 5!,
which indicates that the growth is homogeneous21 in the con-
sidered region and that the analysis characterizes well
truly bulk properties. Before analyzing the evolution
C—H bonding versusVbias, density and IR dielectric func
tion are determined by combining ERD, IR, and UV-visib
ellipsometric measurements. In Fig. 6, the increase of
dielectric constant with increasing self-bias voltage sho
the role of ion bombardment that is favoring the formation
p bonds48 and densifying the films.sp2 content increases
with ion energy and the hydrogen content decreases a
ready mentioned from 53 to 40 at. %. Figure 6 also indica

TABLE VI. Effective dynamical charges~in e unit! of sp3 CHn

groups bonded tosp2 carbon.

Group configuration Mode and symmetry e* a

vC—CH3 Bending~sym! 0.068
Bending~asym! 0.087
Stretching~sym! 0.079
Stretching~asym! 0.124

vC—CH2 Bending 0.056
Stretching~sym! 0.065
Stretching~asym! 0.111

aReferences 17 and 43.

TABLE VII. Effective dynamical charges~in e unit! of sp2 CHn

structural units. f is the symbol used for the phenyl group.

Group configuration Mode and symmetry e* a

—CvCH2 CH2 bending 0.046
CH2 stretching~asym! 0.096

R1HCvCHR2 CH in plane deformation 0.069
cis-R1HCvCHR2 Stretching 0.152
trans-R1HCvCHR2 Stretching 0.106
f-CH Stretching 0.065

aReferences 17 and 43.
e
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f
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that «` , which corresponds to the film optical response
the IR transparency regions, is strongly related to the ato
density. The linear background in IR ellipsometric spec
could thus be used to evaluate easilya-C:H film density.

To understand more deeply the evolution ofa-C:H struc-
ture versusVbias, vibrations associated with CH3, CH2, and
CH units have been studied in detail in both bending a
stretching modes. For methyl and methylene groups, the
termination of the effective charges will be based on
analysis of intensity ratio between~sym!/~asym! and
stretching/bending modes. No local field correction is nee
in that case. For CH units,e* will be studied as a function o
self-bias: ERD measurements and Lorentz local field fac
will then be used to calculatee* and oscillator densities.

A. CH3 group

1. Bending mode

As shown in Fig. 4, the 1350–1500 cm21 region has been
decomposed using six vibrations at 1370/80, 1404, 14
1437, 1450, and 1465 cm21. Errors bar amplitudes are64
cm21 on the line positions. Figure 7 indicates that the fr
quencies are constant within 5 cm21 except for the 1370/80
cm21 mode, which can be unambiguously attributed to sy
metric ~sym! sp3 CH3 bending including both~vC—CH3!
and~—C—CH3! units ~see Table II!. According to Table IV,
the slight decrease of thesp3 CH3 ~sym! is related to the
presence ofsp2 carbons bonded to the methyl group. In su

FIG. 6. Infrared dielectric constant («`) and density~solid
squares! of a-C:H films as a function of self-bias~negative values!.
Two detectors have been used to determine«` : HgxCd12xTe ~open
squares! and InSb~open circles!. A typical error bar is plotted.

FIG. 7. Line positions ofsp3 CHn andsp2 CHn groups vs self-
bias ~bending mode!.
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a case, Table IV shows that thesp3 CH3 ~asym! mode fre-
quency should also decrease from 1450/65 to 1440 cm21.
Consequently, the 143764 cm21 vibration is attributed to
the asymmetric (vC—CH3) mode. The asymmetric
(—C—CH3) mode is located either at 1450 cm21 ~hypoth-
esisA! or at 1465 cm21 ~hypothesisB!. Using Eq.~19!, a
relation between the vibrational intensity of~sym! and
~asym! modes can be established:

~e1,sym* !21~e2,sym* !2
~e1,asym* !2

~e2,asym* !2 KA5~e1,asym* !2KB , ~20!

where

KA5
f 2,asym

f 1,asym

~s2,asym!
2

~s1,asym!
2 , ~21!

KB5
f sym

f 1,asym

~ssym!2

~s1,asym!
2 . ~22!

The indices 1 and 2 characterize the (—C—CH3) and
(vC—CH3) groups, of respective densitiesN1 andN2 . At
low self-bias, no clear vibration at 1437 cm21 is present,
indicating thatN2!N1 . We can thus calculate the square
effective charges ratio between~asym! and ~sym!
(—C—CH3) modes. Values of 0.43 and 0.80 are found
hypothesesA andB, compared with an average 0.71 ratio
free molecules, which shows that the 1465-cm21 mode is

FIG. 8. Bending intensity ratioKA andKB as function of each
other~hypothesisB!. The solid line is the model assessing const
effective charges.

TABLE VIII. Effective charges of CH3 in bending and stretch
ing modes. In our calculations, the underlined values are taken f
Wexler.a

Group Mode Wexlera This work

—C—CH3 ~sym! Bending 0.054 0.054
—C—CH3 ~asym! Bending 0.064 0.064
vC—CH3 ~sym! Bending 0.068 0.060
vC—CH3 ~asym! Bending 0.087 0.090
—C—CH3 ~sym! Stretching 0.106 0.117
—C—CH3 ~asym! Stretching 0.165 0.165
vC—CH3 ~sym! Stretching 0.079 0.085
vC—CH3 ~asym! Stretching 0.124 0.120

aReference 43.
f

r

certainly associated with the (—C—CH3) group. Moreover,
Eq. ~20! stipulates that, if effective charges ina-C:H are
constant,KA and KB are related by a linear law. Figure
shows that, within the error margin, this assumption is fa
Through slope analysis, the ratioe2,sym* /e2,asym* can be deter-
mined. Taking as referencee1,sym* ande1,asym* values given by
Wexler,43 sp3 CH3 bending effective charges are calculat
and reported in Table VIII. In Fig. 9, the fraction ofN1 and
N2 is plotted versusVbias, indicating that the local environ
ment of methyl groups evolves fromsp3 to a mixture of
sp2/sp3-configurated carbon atoms.

2. Stretching mode

Figure 4 shows the result of band decomposition in
2840–2980 cm21 stretching region. This region can be d
composed using five vibrations at 2845/60, 2870/75, 29
15, 2915/30, and 2959 cm21. It will be demonstrated in the
following sections that this decomposition cannot be p
formed with less than five bands. The evolution of band f
quency withVbias is plotted in Fig. 10. According to Table
III, the 2870/75 and 2959 cm21 vibrations are attributed to
methyl groups~sp3 CH3! whereas the 2845/60 and 2915/3
cm21 inflections characterize methylene groups~sp3 CH2!.
Vibrations located at 2900/15 cm21 are attributed tosp3 CH
groups. Methyl group line positions in~sym! and ~asym!
modes stay constant whereas frequency shift can be obse
for methylene and CH units. It is evident from Table V
that different effective charges should be assumed

t
FIG. 9. Evolution of the methyl group local environment.N1

and N2 are the numbers of CH3 groups attached to asp3 or sp2

carbon, respectively. The solid line is a guide for the eye.

FIG. 10. Line positions ofsp3 CHn group vs self-bias~stretch-
ing mode!.

m
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CH3:e1,2870* , e2,2870* , e1,2959* , ande2,2959* , the first and second
index designating the type of environment~see previous sec
tion! and the vibrational frequency, respectively. Using E
~19!, it can be shown that

KStr5

~e1,2959* !21
N2

N1
~e2,2959* !2

~e1,2870* !21
N2

N1
~e2,2870* !2

, ~23!

where

KStr5
f 2959

f 2870

~s2959!
2

~s2870!
2 . ~24!

TheN2 /N1 ratio has been previously determined for bend
modes. Taking as a reference the average value ofe1,2959*
given by Wexler and the quantitative effect of hypercon
gation, the other effective charges can be calculated by
ting experimental results with Eq.~23!. These are reported in
Table VIII and are in good agreement with effective charg
of organic molecules. Figure 11 compares experimental d
with our model based on constant effective charges. Acco
ing to these results, owing to the values ofe2* compared with
e1* , a constant ratio for~sym! and ~asym! sp3 CH3 vibra-
tions within a 25% error can be supposed in the decomp
tion of IR spectra. This result remains valid at all values
N2 /N1 . This latter statement has often been supposed for

FIG. 11. Asymmetric to symmetric stretching intensity ra
(KStr) vs self-bias: the open squares are experimental points;
solid line is the fit assessing constant effective charges.

FIG. 12. Intensity ratios ofsp3 CH2 groups in the bending
mode, to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes.
.

-
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decomposition of all modes of IR spectra but no clear c
firmation had been given up to now.

B. sp3 CH2 group

From our fitting procedures, the 1450, 2845/60, a
2915/30-cm21 bands have been attributed tosp3 CH2 bend-
ing, symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations,
agreement with values of Tables II and III. As in the case
methyl groups, one has to consider different types of lo
environments. However, CH2 local environment description
is more complicated since methylene groups can be attac
to 0, 1, or 2p bonds. As a consequence, two types of s
roundings will be considered: methylene units bonded eit
to two sp3 carbon (—C—CH2—C) or to, at least, onesp2

carbon (vC—CH2). N18 andN28 will designate the respec
tive densities of these groups. Ratios between differentsp3

CH2 vibrational modes can again be defined:

KC5
f 1450

f 2920

~s1450!
2

~s2920!
2 , ~25!

KD5
f 1450

f 2820

~s1450!
2

~s2850!
2 . ~26!

Figure 12 shows that, even if error bars are taken into
count, KC and KD are not monotonous versus self-bias,
contrast toKA , KB , andKStr. This experimental result can
be explained by~i! a strong evolution of CH2 effective
charges ina-C:H, and ~ii ! a N28/N18 ratio, which is not a
monotonous function of self-bias. As far as hypothesis~i! is
concerned, we have proved in a previous section that ef
tive charges of organic compounds are well adapted to

he

FIG. 13. Evolution of thesp3 CH2 local environment. N18 and
N28 are the numbers of CH2 groups attached to asp3 or sp2 carbon,
respectively.

TABLE IX. Effective charges ofsp3 methylene groups used t
fit experimental results.

Group Mode e*

—C—CH22 Bending 0.041
vC—CH2 Bending 0.26
—C—CH22 ~sym! Stretching 0.090
—C—CH22 ~asym! Stretching 0.153
vC—CH2 ~sym! Stretching 0.065
vC—CH2 ~asym! Stretching 0.111
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scribe the vibrational intensities of methyl groups. We w
thus use constante* values as obtained from organic chem
istry and consider hypothesis~ii !. In order to describe the
nonmonotonousN28/N18 ratio, a second-order polynomia
function of Vbias has been chosen. ExperimentalKC andKD
curves plotted in Fig. 12 can be fairly modeled by usi
effective charges reported in Table IX and three parame
characterizing the polynomialN28/N18 evolution. The relative
group densities~N18 andN28! are plotted in Fig. 13. Note tha
error bars are quite important but theN28/N18 ratio cannot be
considered as a constant: the evolution is clearly nonmon
nous. Contrary to the methyl case,N28 does not represent th
density of one precise group but takes into account all
types of environment that contain at least onep bond, which
could explain the rather complex evolution ofN28/N18 . The
observed minimum atVbias52100 V, which may suggest a
structural transition, will be interpreted below.

C. sp2 CHn group

1. Bending mode

Figure 4 clearly evidences vibrations located at 1404
1418 cm21, which do not correspond tosp3 CHn groups~see
Table II!. In comparison with organic molecules, the
modes are attributed tosp2 CH in olefinic configuration and
to sp2 CH2, respectively. The latter is only detected f
samples deposited at high ion energy whereas the former
be observed at all values of self-bias~see Fig. 7!. Our obser-
vations do not correspond to Dischler’s attribution~see Table
III ! and prove that our films always contain a certain amo

FIG. 14. Vibrational spectra of the 3000 cm21 region for films
deposited at2150 ~a! and 2170 V ~b! self-bias. Open square
correspond to experimental results. The solid lines are the fits
sulting from decomposition.
l

rs

o-

e

d

an
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of p bonds: a purely hydrogenatedsp3 network cannot be
obtained, even at very low ion energy.

2. Stretching mode

As we discussed in Sec. I, the contribution of the~asym!
methyl group to IR absorption is high in the stretching r
gion. Thus the IR signal ofsp2 CHn vibrations, which is
expected in the 2950/3100-cm21 range, cannot be easily de
tected. Only for samples having a relatively low methyl
signal, band analysis can be performed in this region. Fig
14 shows IR spectra and their decomposition which evide
many vibrational modes. The fits are not as good as th
presented in Fig. 4 but still allow us to localize vibration
and to determine line positions. Band attribution is presen
in Table III, in good agreement with line positions of organ
molecules. The 3014 and 3035-cm21 bands certainly charac
terize sp2 CH olefinic bonds in, respectively, cis and tra
(—CHvCH-) configurations. As in the bending mode, th
sp2 CHn51,2 bandwidths are between 15 and 25 cm21, and
remain low as compared to the 25–50 cm21 values found for
methyl or methylene groups. No evaluation of effecti
charges has been performed, in view of the very small
signal amplitude.

D. sp3 CH group

The sp3 CH stretching vibration is known to be difficul
to detect: its presence is often obscured by the stronger
thylene and methyl group absorption. This band, which c
be directly observed for films deposited using a highVbias
value, has also been evidenced through fitting procedu
Figure 15 presents two types of decompositions using ei

e-

FIG. 15. Decomposition of the stretching region using eith
four or five Lorentz oscillators.
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four or five different bands, i.e.,sp3 CH3 and sp3 CH2 in
~asym! and~sym! modes combined or not with a vibration
mode located around 2900 cm21. The different bandwidths
have been limited to 50 cm21 so that the fit could converg
properly towards meaningful parameters. Figure 15 clea
evidences thesp3 CH band located betweensp3 CH3 ~sym!
andsp3 CH2 ~asym! vibrations.

The analysis method that has been performed to de
mine e* for CH2 and CH3 units cannot be used for the C
group since its vibrational modes are not separated in~sym!
and ~asym! normal modes. Moreover, no clear CH bendi
vibrations have been observed. At last, as shown in Table
the sp3 CH effective charge values (e2900* ) in the stretching
mode calculated from different references show a high
persion, in contrast to other CHn groups. Even for saturate
hydrocarbons, IR spectra can hardly be fitted using a c
stant effective charge.17

In order to calculatee2900* , the following assumptions ar
made: ~i! almost all hydrogen atoms measured by ERD
bonded to carbon and are thus IR active;~ii ! effective
charges ofsp2 CHn vibrations are of the same order of ma
nitude as those presented in Table VII.

The first assumption is based on results reported by H
eybone and co-workers10,49 showing that only small quanti
ties of molecular hydrogen are trapped insidea-C:H films.
Using hypothesis~ii ! and comparing absorption intensities
sp2 CHn51,2 andsp3 CHn52,3 bending groups, it can be con
cluded that hydrogen is essentially bonded tosp3 carbon

FIG. 16. Effective charge ofsp3 CH stretching mode as a func
tion of self-bias. The line is a linear fit.

FIG. 17. Bandwidths ofsp3 CH ~solid squares!, CH2 ~open
squares!, and CH3 ~open circles! groups in the stretching mode v
self-bias. Dashed and solid lines are guides for the eye.
ly

r-

V,

s-

n-

e

n-

atoms, consistent with previous results.7,10 The total IR ac-
tive hydrogen amount can thus be calculated without tak
into account thesp2 CHn groups.50 The total number of CH2
and CH3 units (Nm) is calculated using results of previou
parts and the Lorentz field correction. Thanks to hypothe
~i! and ~ii !, the number ofsp3 CH bonds can be deduce
using ERD measurements and theNm values.e2900* can then
be evaluated as a function of self-bias.f int is again assumed
to correspond to the expression given by Lorentz. In Fig.
the evolution ofsp3 CH effective charge versusVbias is
shown revealing a strong decrease ofe2900* from 0.08 to 0.02.

E. Bandwidths

Bandwidths are deduced from decomposition procedu
For isolated vibrations likesp3 CH3 ~sym! in the bending
mode or vibrations that are not followed by another one, l
sp3 CH3 ~asym! in the stretching mode, the width can b
evaluated by the eye by looking at the local extrema
Im Dv @see pointsA andB of Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!#. The dis-
tance~in cm21! betweenA andB is a first evaluation ofG. As
a matter of fact, bandwidths ofsp3 CH3 ~sym, bending
mode! andsp3 CH3 ~asym, stretching mode! vibrations can
be evaluated by the eye. ForVbias5220 V, respective values
of 16 and 28 cm21 are found whereas the decompositio
leads to values of 19 and 33 cm21, respectively. When in-
flections are surrounded by others, likesp3 CH or sp3 CH2,
the only way of determining bandwidths is to perform d
composition. In order to get reasonable values, the maxim
value ofG is set to 60 cm21 for all vibrations.

Bandwidths of principal vibrations are presented in Fig
17 and 18 versusVbias. In the stretching mode, methyl an
methylene~asym! peak widths are nearly the same and b
come larger when ion energy increases: for these vibratio
G reaches 50 cm21 for Vbias52170 V. In contrast,sp3 CH
bandwidth decreases versus self-bias, from 55 to 15 cm21. In
the bending mode, the~asym! vibrations become sharpe
with increasing ion energy whereas broadening is seen
the 1370/80-cm21 mode. These results show that bandwid
evolution is not straightforward and can depend on the vib
tional mode as on the CHn group. In Sec. VII, it will be
shown that bandwidth and effective charge are closely
lated.

FIG. 18. Bandwidths ofsp3 CH3 ~sym! ~solid squares!,
—C—CH3 ~asym! ~open squares!, and sp3 CH2 ~open diamonds!
groups in the bending mode vs self-bias. Dashed and solid lines
guides for the eye.
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VII. DISCUSSION

The analysis method we have developed has allowed u
determine in detail the vibrational properties ofa-C:H films;
that is, frequency, bandwidth, and effective charge for e
sp3 CHn group. In the present study,in situ ellipsometry has
been used to measure absorption intensities as a functio
deposition time. In the homogeneous growth regime, wh
is characterized by a linear evolution of ImD and absorption
intensities versus deposition time, band decompositions
more than five spectra have been performed, as compar
one in standard IR analysis. The calculation off is performed
through slope analysis@see Eq.~18!#, which provides good
precision. Another advantage of using ellipsometry conce
the IR background. Using classical IR absorption techniqu
a-C:H film thickness should be high enough to get a reas
able signal/noise ratio. Spectra background is affected
fringes and becomes a complex function of thickness
refractive index.19 In our case, as measurements are p
formed on thin films, the background shape is linear, wh
makes its subtraction easier and vibrational studies more
liable, especially for near absorption edge bands.

Thanks to our analysis method, C—H bonding properties
have been determined in terms of frequency, bandwidth,
effective charge. H distribution,sp2 content, and density
evolve withVbias as shown in Fig. 6. First neighbors of m
thyl groups evolve from purelysp3 to a mixture ofsp3/sp2

configurated carbons. For methylene groups, the chang
local environment is more complex as indicated in Fig.
The calculation of CH stretching effective charge reveals t
the absorption strength of a monohydrogenated carbon
strongly evolve witha-C:H microstructure. In order to ex
plain C—H bonding properties, a local description of vibr
tional modes will be used. At first, the discussion will de
with local field effects. The Lorentz correction that has
ways been assumed will be discussed. Second, line broa
ing and shift observed in Sec. VI will be explained. A pa
ticular section will be devoted to effective charge valu
calculated forsp3 CHn bonds. From all this analysis, consid
eration ofa-C:H microstructure will, finally, be presented.

A. Local field

In the calculation of effective charge ratios for methyl a
methylene units, no assumption has been made on the
pression of the local field correction. However, in the det
mination ofe2900* , a Lorentz-typef int factor has been consid
ered to evaluate the total C—H oscillator density. One
should question if such a correction is accurate. The Lore
local field has been proved to be a good approximation
gas and liquid-phase hydrocarbons. In solid phase, the in
nal field depends not only on the dielectric polarizability b
also on the dipole concentration and on the atom dens
Hence, in the case ofa-Si:H where H/Si is low~approxi-
mately 0.05–0.1!, as H is assumed to be randomly distri
uted throughout thea-Si phase, each Si—H bound can be
locally represented by a dipole oscillating in a cavity, s
rounded by a nonhydrogenated silicon matrix. The cont
between the dielectric function void anda-Si («a-Si) is high
and can lead to strong evolution off int if the cavity is
to
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deformed.33,34 Moreover, as«a-Si is high, the Lorentz and
Onsager internal fields take values that can differ by an or
of magnitude.

In the case of polymerlike carbon, film density and diele
tric function values are relatively low~from 0.8 to 1.5 g/cm3

and from 1.5 to 4.5, respectively!. The ratio H/C evolves
from 1.1 to 0.7. The particular effects described fora-Si:H
are thus no more valid. Moreover, owing to the high H co
centration, the different CH groups cannot be considered
isolated dipoles in a nonhydrogenated carbon matrix. As
C—H dipoles make up in great part the dielectric mediu
the Lorentz local field correction seems to be better adap
for polymerlike carbon, as done in this paper.

B. Bandwidth and line frequency

The evolution of bandwidths versus self-bias shown
Figs. 17 and 18 indicates that line broadening depends on
vibrational mode and on the type of CHn group. Many
authors51,7,52 have tentatively explained the increase of C
stretching bandwidth by assuming that strain effects beco
stronger as ion energy increases. Couderc7 has shown that, in
a-C:H films, stress is compressive and increases as H is
and density increases. If bandwidth is assumed to be dire
related to stress, crosslinking,7 or density, broadening is the
expected to be higher forsp3 CH units that are located in
less hydrogenated regions than for CH2 or CH3 groups. This
assessment is in contradiction with experimental res
shown in Fig. 17. Moreover, this direct description predic
that mechanical stress, which induces length variation
angle distortion, should similarly broaden both bending a
stretching CHn bands. Figures 17 and 18 clearly show th
this simple way of interpreting bandwidth is not correct.

Let us recall that, in IR spectroscopy, broadening can
either homogeneous or inhomogeneous. In the former c
width is a consequence of lifetime of excited states and
brational coupling leading to dephasing phenomena.53 Such
effects are negligible when amorphous film bulk is studie
As vibrational lines result from resonant CH bond oscil
tions, each one having a particular geometrical and electr
cal environment, broadening is inhomogeneous and m
come from54 ~i! local strain,~ii ! local electric field,~iii ! in-
teraction with phonons or CH mutual interactions. As ma
difference between C and H atoms is strong, as the vibra
takes place in a solid where the number of bonded atom
largely higher than for a free molecule, each CHn group is
assumed to oscillate in a local mode. Interactions w
phonons, which should lead to particular vibrational ban
can then be negligible. Quadratic CH mutual interactions
taken into account in thef int factor, as has been explained
previous sections. In the context of a first-order perturbat
theory, the line transition energys for each vibrational sitei
can be expressed as a function of local strain and elec
field:

s~ i !5s01Sstrain~ i !e~ i !1Selectric~ i ! f int~ i !, ~27!

wheres0 is the resonant frequency for a free molecule,e( i )
and f int( i ) the local stress and field factor;Sstrain andSelectric
are coupling terms that characterize the linear response o
oscillating dipole to the perturbation. These terms a
strongly dependent on the effective charge values.
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Let us consider first the case of dipoles distributed in
regular lattice structure. It can be shown, through Eq.~27!,
that frequency of the normal stretching mode shifts owing
dielectric screening. This shift has the approxima
expression55

Ds5
s0

2

e* 2

mv0
W, ~28!

whereW is proportional to the cube of an interaction leng
representing the contribution of other dipoles to the lo
field. Equation~28! describes how effective charge vari
tions can influence inhomogeneous broadening. Takin
typical value56 of 0.5 Å3 for W, the frequency shift of thesp3

CH stretching band due to effective charge evolution~see
Fig. 10! can be calculated. A downshift value of 15 cm21 is
found, very similar to the experimental shift. Moreover, E
~28! predicts that broadening~i.e., shift froms0! decreases
when e* is lowered, consistent with bandwidths plotted
Fig. 17. For CH2 and CH3 group stretching vibrations, th
effective charges do not change much to induce signific
variations of linewidth by screening effects.

Local angle distortions and length variations, resulti
from local stress, will affect effective charges values@see
Eqs.~14! and~15!#. The coupling termSstrain increases as the
oscillating group is more sensitive to environment, i.e., ase*
is higher. Therefore, the strain influence on thesp3 CH
stretching group is expected to be far lower than for CH3 and
CH2 units: the effective charge of thesp3 CH group is in-
deed between three and eight times lower than that ofsp3

CHn52,3 units. Concerning methylene groups, by compar
width evolution of stretching and bending regions and us
Eqs.~14! and ~15!, we can conclude that bond length vari
tion does not affect much line broadening~a small decrease
for the 1450-cm21 line!. Broadening of stretching bands ma
then come from changes of charge flows. This statemen
justified by the fact that (]qH

0 /]r H)r H
0 is nearly one order of

magnitude higher thanqH
0 in C—H compounds,38 which

means that the charge on hydrogen atoms is very defo
able. The solid line plotted in Fig. 18 does not contradict t
assertion since the 1370/80-cm21 band is the superpositio
of two different lines, one due to—C—CH3 and the other to
vC—CH3 units.

Figures 4 and 14 show that the bandwidth ofsp2 CHn51,2
groups is low, compared to methyl~sp3 CH3! and methylene
~sp3 CH2! groups, and does not evolve much with ion e
ergy. If sp2 CHn effective charges are assumed to be sim
in a-C:H films or organic molecules~see Table VII!, this
very small bandwidth may indicate that hydrogenatedsp2

regions are weakly strained or disordered. This interpreta
is consistent with the model developed by Angus,57 which
shows that strain energy is released whenp bonds are
formed. As the average degree of freedom per atom is hig
for sp2 than for sp3 carbon, stress is then expected to
stronger insp3-rich domains.

This model for broadening effects ina-C:H can also be
applied to tetrahedral hydrogenated amorphous car
(ta-C:H). IR spectra of such a material reveal well-resolv
stretching bands12 whereas ta-C:H is known to be
constrained.58 The above description has shown that a lo
value of the effective charge can account for such an ob
a
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vation. Vibrational damping is thus only indirectly related
internal stress since it strongly depends on the effec
charge.

To sum up, line broadening is both related to thee* value
and to the vibrational mode. Due to the high H charge
formability, sp3 CH2 andsp3 CH3 bandwidths are very sen
sitive to strain or disorder.

C. Effective charges

Effective charges evolution determined forsp3 CH3 and
CH2 groups can be fairly well interpreted by the hyperco
jugation model. As self-bias increases, the nearest neigh
hood of methyl groups becomes richer inp bonds. From Fig.
9, the local methyl environment of films deposited with
high ion energy can be modeled as a mixture of—C—CH3
andvC—CH3 units in ratio 3:2. Using the values given i
Table I, the average C—H distance in CH3 units should thus
decrease from 1.54 to 1.52 Å~Ref. 38! and the charge local
ized on hydrogen should increase from 0.045 to 0.052e. The
evolution of the effective charges reported in Tables VIII a
IX is consistent with the predictions deduced from Eqs.~14!
and ~15! that is an increase for the bending mode and
decrease for the stretching mode in presence ofp bonds inb.
The same conclusions can be drawn for methylene gro
ab initio calculations performed on simple organic molecu
using the Spartan software have also shown that C—H bond
length diminishes and the Mulliken charge39 on hydrogen
tends to increase when CH2 is bonded top bonds. The val-
ues determined for—C—CH2 and vC—CH2 units ~see
Table VI! can also be interpreted in terms of hyperconjug
tion. The high value ofe2,asym* may indicate that a significan
fraction of the different kinds of methylene groups are co
nected to twosp2 carbons (vC—CH2—Cv).

In contrast,ab initio simulations do not reveal any clea
change of single C—H bond length in the presence ofp
bonds inb. The effective charge decrease shown in Fig.
cannot be interpreted as a consequence of hyperconjuga
According to Eq.~14!, it could be the result of~i! an increase
of qH

0 charge and~ii ! a decrease ofr H
0 or u]qH /]r Hu. Phe-

nomena described in assumptions~i! and ~ii ! occur when
carbon bonded to single H is included in a three-dimensio
structure. For example, in some caged hydrocarbons
triamantane,59 r H

0 is reduced from 1.11 to 1.09 Å. C—C
and C—H bonds may also be part of a distorted netwo
where the C hybridization state is no more purelysp3 but a
combination ofsp2 and sp3. In such a case, charge flow
values can be strongly modified due to the high electro
deformability of the atomic charge.

D. Microstructure

IR results which are reported in the present work rep
sent a contribution to a structural model ofa-C:H since they
derive new insights in the description of the hydrogena
network. At first, we have shown that, asVbias increases, the
nearest environment of methyl groups becomes enric
with p bonds~see Fig. 9!: it evolves with ion energy from
sp3 to a mixture ofsp2-sp3 configurated carbons. As far a
methylene group is concerned, the evolution of the effect
charges has also proved that a quite important CH2 fraction
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is bonded tosp2-configured atoms. Figure 13 indicates th
the evolution of CH2 local environment is more comple
than CH3 behavior because methylene can be attached
severalsp2 carbons (vC—CH2—Cv). The minimum ob-
served atVbias52100 V, which corresponds to densitie
around 1.2 g/cm3 ~see Fig. 6!, indicates a change of the CH2
neighbor electronic configuration. In contrast to the C3
group, which is an ending unit, methylene can be part o
carbon chain. WhenVbias increases, the change of H distr
bution can lead to a reorganization of the carbon network.
an illustration, let us recall the reversible transposition re
tion ~1,3 sigmatropic transposition!:

—CvC—CH2↔—CH—CvCH. ~29!

During the film formation,60 this reaction can explain in par
how the number of methylene groups attached tosp2 carbon
(N28) can easily evolve. The transition atVbias52100 V also
corresponds to the higher fraction of single CH groups co
pared with CH3 units bonded tosp3 as shown in Fig. 19. Fo
this value ofVbias, the ratio—C—CH2/—C—CH3 corre-
sponds to a maximum too. Figure 19 indicates that the c
figuration of the saturated polymeric phase does not evo
simply from chains to a crosslinked network. Oth
authors12,61,62have already reported such an evolution int
preted as a transition from polymerlike carbon~PLC! to dia-
mondlike carbon~DLC! films. A extended analysis of th
network structure evolution, combining x-ray diffraction an
IR ellipsometry,50 will be reported in another paper.

In Sec. VI C,sp2 CH ~olefinic! and CH2 bands have been
evidenced thanks to our analysis method. The prese
of such groups clearly shows that the hydrogenatedsp2

phase does not consist of aromatic clusters that would
hydrogenated at their boundaries. Assuming absorp
strengths similar to those of organic compounds, hydro
nated olefinicsp2 carbon content can be evaluated throu
bending bands and are found to increase with self-bias f
about 531020 to 331021 at/cm3. This result is consisten
with the generalp bond increase deduced from Fig. 6 a
with the evolution of methyl surroundings described abo
The increase of thesp2 fraction with Vbias is also correlated
with the decrease of the optical gap measured by UV-vis
ellipsometric measurements63 and consistent with mos

FIG. 19. Group concentration ratios:sp3 CH vs uC—CH3

~solid diamonds! and uC—CH2 vs uC—CH3 groups ~open
squares! as a function of self-bias. The line is a guide for the ey
t
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observations.12,7,10,52 It should be noticed that hydrogen
not equally distributed among thesp2 andsp3 phase: in our
case, 87–100 % of hydrogen atoms are bonded tosp3-
hybridized atoms.

In order to explain the evolution of the methyl and met
ylene environment, the two-phase microstructural mo
consisting of sp2 clusters embedded in a hydrogenat
sp3-hybridized atom matrix64,65 has to be modified. p and
s bonds may form a more complicated network, which c
be a multiphase heterogeneous structure of satura
unsaturated polymer and diamondlike regions. In Fig.
C—H oscillator densities are calculated for hydrogen ato
involved in simple CH, methyl, and methylene groups. W
can observe how hydrogen is distributed inside the po
meric phase. AsVbias increases, the number of simple C
groups increases whereas the concentration of H atom
CH3 configuration decreases. Figure 20 thus reveals a h
fraction of CH groups and a low concentration of methyle
units. The model developed by Newport and Walters,10 con-
sisting of short CH2 chains and CH groups distributed in
sp2-sp3 carbon network with olefinic carbons, is not suitab
in our case owing to the relative number of CH, CH2, and
CH3 units. Figure 20 shows that crosslinking should be i
portant but, comparing CH and CH3, the end groups are in
low concentration. This observation indicates that such
polymeric phase should have a low size:a-C:H micro-
structure can rather be a mixing, at the atomic scale, of
sp3/sp2 network, without distinct phases.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A complete C—H bonding study in plasma deposite
polymerica-C:H films has been performed. Usingin situ IR
ellipsometry, an original analysis method has been de
oped in order to check vibrational bulk properties. IR spec
have been analyzed both inside and outside C—H bands.
The simultaneous increase of the IR refractive index and fi
density reflect the microstructural evolution ofa-C:H films.
The evolution of IR spectra versus thickness in the homo
neous growth regime has allowed us to determine with ac
racy vibration frequencies and widths. Bending and stret
ing CH regions have indeed been decomposed into sepa
bands using the same set of bandwidths and line positions
different thicknesses. Calculations of effective charges h

.

FIG. 20. Density of H atoms bonded tosp3 carbon involved in
CH ~solid squares!, CH2 ~open squares!, and CH3 ~open circles!
configurations.
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been performed forsp3 CHn51,2,3 groups: for methylene (n
52) and methyl groups (n53), transition dipole moments
are constant and similar to those of organic compounds.
the sp3 CH group, the effective charge has been found
strongly decrease as a function of self-bias during plas
deposition. Line broadening has been proved to depend
the type of CH group and on the vibrational mode.

To interpret IR results quantitatively, the local CH env
ronment and disorder have been considered. The bandw
and line shift have been explained through a microstruct
model taking into account screening effects and local dis
der: CH2 and CH3 stretching widths have been proved
id

c
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ll
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.

,

or
o
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be very sensitive to disorder. The determination of H dis
bution in the film has shown that H is preferentially attach
to sp3 carbon. The evolution of the different effectiv
charges has indicated thata-C:H microstructure is strongly
heterogeneous and may rather be represented as a mixtu
the atomic scale of hydrogenated CvC and C—C bonds
interconnected to form thesp2/sp3 carbon network.
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